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2 Today's Ceremony Welcome to Marshall University on this day of special recognition of our candidates for graduation. We hope you will find this ceremony- a culmination of the efforts of faculty, staff, our students and their families - both meaningful and impressive. While awaiting the start of the ceremony, you may wish to read the historical notes on West Virginia's oldest university on the following pages. There also is a brief description and picture of The Grand Mace. The narration on academic heraldry will detail the significance of the costumes worn by the participants in today's ceremony. The exercises begin with the traditional entry procession of the candidates for degrees. The degree candidates will be followed by representatives of the faculty and administration. The platform party consisting of the Academic Deans, Honorary Degree recipients, special guests of the President and the President of the University are led to the platform by the Chief Faculty Marshal, a distinguished member of the faculty, bearing The Grand Mace. The placing of The Grand Mace on the platform signifies the solemnity of the occasion and officially denotes the opening of the ceremony. The University requests that in keeping with the formality of the occasion, once the procession begins, please do not move onto the floor during the ceremony. And, out of respect for the ceremony, please turn off all cellular phones and electronic devices before the procession. Later in the ceremony, the audience is requested to remain seated when the graduates come forward to be recognized individually. We will have a photographer in place to take each graduate's picture. We also would like to ask that after the graduates cross the stage and return to their seats, everyone in the audience remain seated until the ceremony is over. When the President closes the ceremony following the conferring of all degrees, the audience is requested to rise for the traditional singing of the Alma Mater. The audience is requested to be seated following the Alma Mater until the platform party and faculty have recessed. Once again, welcome to the Commencement Exercises of Marshall University. Enjoy this day of academic celebration with the Marshall Family of faculty, staff and students. 
Commencement Officials Prof. Jeff Archambault Prof. Michael Castellani Prof. Ron Childress Prof. David Cusick Prof. Samuel Dameron Prof. Andrew Gooding Prof. Mary Jo Graham Chief Marshal Professor Dallas Brozik Assistant Chief Marshals Professor Marjorie Mcinerney Professor Dan Hollis Prof. Mary Grassell Prof. Lisa Heaton Prof. Thelma Isaacs Prof. Karen McNealy Prof. Michael Newsome Prof. Ralph Oberly Prof. Robert Rabe Chief Usher Professor Larry Stickler Assistant Chief Usher Professor Stephen Lawson Prof. Linda Spatig Prof. Sherri Stepp Prof. Allan Stem Prof. Barbara Tarter Prof. Susan Welch Distinguished members of the Marshall University faculty serve as Commencement Ushers. Readers Professor Robin McCutcheon, Professor William Pierson, Professor Mary Elizabeth Reynolds and Professor Harlan Smith John Marshall Fife and Drum Corps Professors Wendell and Linda Dobbs, Directors Kayla Ariyan Jeremy Boggs Elizabeth Canterbury Emily Crabtree Shey Dillon 
Disclaimer: 
Greg Fifer Felicia Gross Madelyn Mazzeo Chelsea McCallister Ross Patrick Matt Perry Aaron Sowards Ben Stem Clifford Workman Amanda Young The list of May degree candidates in this program is tentative based on the anticipated successful completion of courses undertaken during the Spring Semester 2013. This document should not be used as an official record for May candidates. 
The 176th Commencement Program 9:00 a.m. Ceremony President Stephen]. Kopp, Ph.D. Presiding Precommencement Concert 
Marshall University Commencement Band 
Professor Steven R. Barnett, M.M.E., Conducting Processional - Ceremonial Marches National Anthem ................................................................................................... Michael E. Rose Vocal Performance Major Invocation .................................................................................... Rev. Dana Willis Sutton, D.Min. Campus Minister Opening Remarks ....................................................................................... Stephen J. Kopp, Ph.D. President Introduction of the Commencement Speaker ........................................... Stephen J. Kopp, Ph.D. President Commencement Address ................................................................................ James Clifton Smith President and Chief Executive Officer of Thomson Reuters Marshall University Alumnus (B.A., English, Magna Cum Laude, 1981) Conferring of the Honorary Degree Candidate presented by ................................................................... Stephen J. Kopp, Ph.D. President Candidate hooded by ................................................................... Gayle L. Ormiston, Ph.D. Provost and Senior Vice President James Clifton Smith� Doctor of Humane Letters Recognition of Honored Faculty .................................................................... Eldon Larsen, Ph.D. Faculty Senate Chair 
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Recognition of Graduates Earning Academic Honors ........................... Gayle L. Ormiston, Ph.D. Provost and Senior Vice President Recognition of Honors College Graduates ................................................. Nicola Locascio, Ph.D. Honors College Dean Presentation of Associate and Bachelor's Degrees College of Health Professions by Dean Michael Prewitt, Ph.D. College of Education by Dean Robert B. Bookwalter, Ph.D. College of Liberal Arts by Dean David J. Pittenger, Ph.D. College of Business by Dean Deanna Mader, Ph.D. Regents Bachelor of Arts by Associate Vice President for Outreach and Continuing-Studies, Rudy Pauley, Ed.D. School of Journalism and Mass Communications by Dean Janet Dooley, M.S. College of Science by Dean Charles C. Somerville, ·Ph.D. College of Fine Arts by Dean Donald L. Van Hom, M.F.A. College of Information Technology and Engineering by Dean Wael Zatar, Ph.D. Conferring of Degrees Presentation of Graduates Alumni Association Greetings .................................................................. Bemard "Bernie" Coston Marshall University Alumni Association President Closing .......................................................................................................... Stephen J. Kopp, Ph.D. President Alma Mater .............................................................................................................. Michael E. Rose Vocal Performance Major Recessional .............................................................................................. Platform Party and Faculty The graduates and audience are requested to be seated fallowing the singing of the Alma Mater and remain seated until the platform party and faculty have recessed. 
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The 176th Commence·ment Program 2:00 p.m. Ceremony 
President Stephen]. Kopp, Ph.D. Presiding Music from the Era of Chief Justice John Marshall 
John Marshall Fife and Drum Corps 
Professors Wendell Dobbs, D.M.A. and Linda Dobbs, M.M. Processional - Ceremonial Marches National Anthem: ....................................................................................................... Chase Likens Theatre Major Invocation ......................................................................................................... Rabbi Jean Eglinton B'nai Sholom Synagogue Opening Remarks ....................................................................................... Stephen J. Kopp, Ph.D. President Greetings .................................................................................... Joseph B. Touma, M.D., EA.C.S. Chairman, Marshall University Board of Governors Introduction of the Commencement Speaker ........................................... Stephen J. Kopp, Ph.D. President Commencement Address .............................................................................. Donna Spindel, Ph.D. Dean, Graduate College Recognition of Honored Faculty ............................................................. Tracy Christofero, Ph.D. Graduate Council Chair Conferring of Degrees and Presentation of Graduates Al · A · · G · B d "B · "C umm ssoc1at10n reetmgs................................................................ emar em1e oston Marshall University Alumni Association President Closing ......................................................................................................... Stephen J. Kopp, Ph.D. President Alma Mater ................................................................................................................. Chase Likens Theatre Major Recessional ............................................................................................ Platform Party and Faculty 
The graduates and audience are requested to be seated following the singing of the Alma Mater and 
remain seated until the platform party and faculty have recessed. 6 
9 a.m. Commencement Speaker James C. Smith, President and Chief Executive Officer, Thomson Reuters 
James C. Smith, President and Chief Executive Officer of Thomson Reuters 
will be commencement speaker at Marshall University on May 11, 2013. Smith 
is a 1981 graduate of Marshall, which he attended on a football scholarship. 
Smith leads a company of 60,000 people in 140 countries who provide critical 
news, information and technology to leading decision makers around the 
world. The company's products primarily serve professionals in the legal, 
regulatory and financial markets and reported revenues of $12.8 billion in 2012. 
Jim began his career as a journalist and was managing editor of the Charleston 
Daily Mail when it was acquired by Thomson Newspapers in 1987. He rose 
through the ranks at Thomson Newspapers to become responsible for operations 
in North America. Following the divesture of Thomson's newspaper business in 2000, Jim moved to the 
professional publishing side of the company where he was responsible for a number of businesses serving the 
legal, regulatory and academic markets. He also served as global head of Human Resources before becoming 
Chief Operating Officer of The Thomson Corporation. Following the acquisition of Reuters in 2008, Jim 
ran the Professional Division of the combined company. He was named chief executive in January 2012. 
At Marshall, Smith was active in student affairs and participated in the university Honors Program 
before graduating magna cum laude. Today he splits time between offices in New York, London and 
Stamford, Connecticut, where he and his wife, Pam Kushmerick, maintain their home. He has four sons. 
2 p.m. Commencement Speaker Dr. Donna J. Spindel, Dean of the Graduate College and Professor of History 
Or. Donna J. Spindel is Dean of the Graduate College and a Professor of History at 
Marshall University. 
Born and raised in New York City, Spindel graduated in 1971 from Mount Holyoke 
College in South Hadley, Mass., with a B.A. in history, with distinction; received 
her master's in history in 1972 from Duke University, and earned her Ph.D. in Early 
American History in 1975, also from Duke. 
Or. Spindel's scholarly work has focused on eighteenth century American society and 
law. She is the author of Crime and Society in Narth Carolina, 1663-1776, a book on 
crime in colonial North Carolina, as well as a variety of scholarly articles in colonial 
and American legal history. 
Throughout her years at Marshall, Dr. Spindel has served on numerous committees and filled several 
administrative roles. In addition to serving as the Chair of the History Department and as the Associate Dean 
of the College of Liberal Arts, Or. Spindel assumed the position of Interim Dean of the College of Liberal Arts 
from 2007 to 2008, immediately followed by a stint as the Interim Chair of English from 2008 to 2009. She 
received the Marshall University Distinguished Service Award in 2007. 
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The President's Medallion and Grand Mace 
Marshall University traces its origins to the founding of the Marshall Academy in 1837. The 
Academy was named in honor of John Marshall, the fourth Chief Justice of the United States Supreme 
Court, who died on July 6, 1835. 
The Marshall University community has taken great pride in observing the memory of our 
namesake, who has been described by modern-day biographer, Jean Edward Smith, a noted former 
member of the Marshall University faculty, as the "Definer of the United States Constitution." John 
Marshall was a man for the ages in an era that brought forth greatness. Characterized by other as 
befitting Thomas Babington Macaulay's description, "He neither sought nor shunned greatness, and 
found glory only because glory lay in the plain path of duty." 
Chief Justice John Marshall served the Supreme Court in that capacity from 1801 to 1835, the 
longest serving Chief Justice in United States history. He is widely regarded as having established a 
broad interpretation of the Constitution of the United States, which established the Constitution as 
the basis of the American legal system and the "rule of law" as the law of the land. During his tenure 
as Chief Justice, the Judicial Branch of the new American government rose to a level of importance 
commensurate with that of the Executive and Legislative Branches. 
John Marshall's image is used prominently in both the Marshall University President's Medallion 
and the Grand Mace of the University. The President's Medallion is the badge of office for the 
presidency of Marshall University. It consists of a relief carving of the seal of the university, which 
features the likeness of John Marshall. It is worn by the President when he is participating in formal 
University ceremonies. 
The Grand Mace, a symbol of authority and leadership, is carried by the Chief Marshal of the Faculty 
at all formal University occasions and is displayed on the platform during these functions. The mace is 
made from a limb that fell from the Old Beech Tree in front of Old Main on the Huntington campus. 
The beech tree was part of the original farm on which Marshall Academy was founded, and was a campus 
fixture until it was toppled by a wind storm in 1987. It was believed to have been more than 300 years 
old and had initials and marks carved by hundreds of former Marshall students. 
The top of the mace consists of a gold-plated bronze casting that features, on one side, the Seal of 
Marshall University, and, on the other side, the Great Seal of the State of West Virginia. These features are 
surrounded by beech leaves and the entire casting is crested by a torch, symbolic of academic excellence. 
Immediately below the top casting is a four-sided section with carved symbols significant to the history 
of the University - the towers of Old Main, the Memorial Fountain, the seal of Marshall College, and 
an American bison (commonly known as a buffalo), official mascot of the institution's athletic teams. 
The area immediately surrounding the four carvings features small clusters of beech nuts and leaves. 
The center portion of the mace is carved in double-wrap ribbon, one-half inch wide. Between the 
gaps in the ribbon wraps are carved beech leaves descending in size. The base of the mace is protected 
by a gold-plated bronze casting of beech leaf clusters. The entire mace weighs about 25 pounds and is 66 
inches from the top of the torch to the base. 
Both the President's Medallion and the Grand Mace were created in 1986 by Byron Johnson. 
Mr. Johnson, an honor graduate of Marshall University, is a renowned wood carver and sculptor, as well 
as an art teacher in the public schools. 
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Faculty with 25 or more years of 
service as of May 2013 
Name College MUYears John Teel College of Liberal Arts 46 Matthew Carlton College of Science 45 William Paynter College of Education 45 Nancy Stump College of Liberal Arts 45 Ralph Oberly College of Science 43 David Cusick College of Science 42 Le Vene Olson Graduate School of Education and Professional Development 42 James Joy College of Science 41 Dewey Sanderson College of Science 41 Daniel Babb College of Science 40 Clayton McNeamey College of Liberal Arts 40 Michael Burton Graduate School of Education and Professional Development 38 Ronald Childress Graduate School of Education and Professional Development 38 Steven Mewaldt College of Liberal Arts 38 Robert Angel College of Education 37 H. Wayne Elmore College of Science 37 Dennis Emmett College of Business 37 Stephen O'Keefe Graduate School of Education and Professional Development 37 Rebecca Johnson School of]oumalism and Mass Communications 36 Ben Miller College of Fine Arts 36 Gerald Rubin College of Science 36 David Stem College of Information Technology and Engineering 36 John Hubbard College of Science 35 Marc Lindberg College of Liberal Arts 34 Ronald Martino College of Science 34 Phillip Carter College of Health Professions 33 Arthur Maynard, Jr. College of Education 33 Karen Mitchell College of Science 33 Nicola Orsini College of Science 33 Robert Sawrey College of Liberal Arts 33 Joseph Wyatt College of Liberal Arts 33 Christopher Dolmetsch College of Liberal Arts 32 Diana Stotts College of Health Professions 32 John Vielkind College of Liberal Arts 32 Margaret Brown College of Liberal Arts 31 Linda Dobbs College of Fine Arts 31 Steven Banks College of Education 30 
Nicholas Freidin College of Liberal Arts 30 Jo Dee Gottlieb College of Health Professions 30 Donald Hall Graduate School of Education and Professional Development 30 Shirley Lumpkin College of Liberal Arts 30 James Riemer College of Liberal Arts 30 Jamil Chaudri College of Information Technology and Engineering 29 Bruce Conrad College of Business 29 William Palmer College of Liberal Arts 29 Charles Bailey School of Journalism and Mass Communications 28 Camilla Brammer College of Liberal Arts 28 Samuel Dameron College of Liberal Arts 28 Wendell Dobbs College of Fine Arts 28 Susan Jackson College of Fine Arts 28 Denise Landry College of Health Professions 28 Judith Silver College of Science 28 Allen Wilkins College of Business 28 Laura Adkins College of Science 27 Neil Arneson College of Education 27 John Drost College of Science 27 Marcia Harrison-Pitaniello College of Science 27 Karen McComas College of Health Professions 27 Marjorie Mcinerney College of Business 27 Woodrow Berry College of Business 26 Michael Brookshire College of Business 26 Dallas Brozik College of Business 26 Glenda Lowry College of Education 26 T homas Pauley College of Science 26 Linda Spatig College of Education 26 Martin Amerikaner College of Liberal Arts 25 Robert Behrman College of Liberal Arts 25 Michael Castellani College of Science 25 Gwenyth Hood College of Liberal Arts 25 Edward Murphy, II College of Fine Arts 25 Caroline Perkins College of Liberal Arts 25 Evelyn Pupplo-Cody College of Science 25 Larry Stickler College of Fine Arts 25 Arthur Stringer College of Liberal Arts 25 11 
12 Recognition of Honored Faculty Retiring Faculty 2012/13 Mitchell Berk Professor Woodrow Berry Michael Burton Richard A. Coulon, Jr. Kenneth Guyer Heather Hagerman Mary Harris-John Mahmood Heydarian Shirley Lumpkin Rudy Pauley Thomas K. Pauley J. Graham RankinThomas SavoryRobert SawreyWaseem ShoraDonna SpindelArthur StringerRuu-Tong WangRonald Wolf Associate Professor Professor Professor Associate Professor Professor Professor Professor Professor Professor Professor Professor Assistant Professor Professor Professor Professor Professor Professor Professor Marshall and Shirley Reynolds Anatomy & Pathology Business Law Counseling Neuroscience Biochemistry & Microbiology Counseling Counseling Pediatrics English Assoc. VP Outreach & Continuing Studies Biological Sciences Chemistry Internal Medicine History Internal Medicine Dean, Graduate College & History English Anatomy & Pathology Special Education Outstanding Teacher Award 2012/13 Recipient David Hatfield Professor English Charles E. Hedrick Outstanding Faculty Award 2012/13 Recipient Kateryna Schray Professor English Distinguished Service Award 2012/13 Recipients Joyce Meikamp Professor Special Education Bob Rubenstein Professor Counseling Robert Sawrey Professor History Lawrence Schmitz Professor Chemistry Donna Spindel Dean Graduate College A.E. 'Art' Stringer Professor English Distinguished Artists and Scholars Award 2012/13 Recipients Paul Constantino Professor Biological Sciences Venkat Gudivada Professor Computer Science Gwenyth Hood Professor English Anthony Szwilski Professor Applied Science & Technology Monica Valentovic Professor Pharmacology Pickens/Queen Excellence in Teaching Award 2012/13 Recipients Allison Carey Assistant Professor English Laura Michele Diener Assistant Professor History Daniel Kaufmann Assistant Professor Art & Design John & Frances Rucker Graduate Advisor of the Year Award 2012/13 Recipients Stephen Cooper Assistant Professor Lisa Heaton Professor Communication Studies Elementary/Secondary Education 
l, 
Academic Heraldry The academic costumes worn in the procession of today's Commencement and at other formal University occasions trace their origins to those worn by faculty and students at medieval European universities. With only minor modifications these costumes have remained largely unchanged since the 16th century. Standards for colleges and universities in the United States were established in 1895 with the adoption of an Intercollegiate Code which specifies design and color appropriate for various degrees. As in medieval times the costumes worn on formal academic occasions denote the wearer's academic heritage. Modem academic costume consists of three parts: the gown or robe, a headpiece, and a hood. The style of the gown denotes the wearer's level of education. The baccalaureate gown is the simplest in design. Usually black, it is distinguished by a wide yoke with shirring in front and back and by open flowing sleeves which end in a point. The baccalaureate gown is worn closed. The master's gown is similar to the baccalaureate gown except that it has a closed or glove sleeve which is open at the wrist. The master's gown has no other trim and may be worn either open or closed. The doctoral gown is full flowing and has large bell shaped sleeves. It is trimmed with velvet panels down the front and has velvet chevrons on the sleeves. While black is still the predominate color for doctoral gowns, the trim may be in a color which denotes the wearer's discipline or the color of the gown may denote the wearer's university. The mortar board is the headpiece most often worn at American universities for formal occasions. It is appropriately worn with the board flat on the top of the head and with the tassel falling from the left quarter of the board. Tassel colors usually denote the field of discipline in which the wearer's degree was earned. Doctoral tassels are often gold. The soft velvet Tudor cap is also worn by many who hold the doctorate. While the gown and headpiece denote the wearer's level of education, it is the hood which adds meaning and dimension to the academic costume. Changed little since medieval times, the hood is worn falling from the shoulders down the back of the gown in a display of vivid color. It is edged in velvet which by its color denotes the field of discipline in which the wearer's degree was earned and it is lined in two colors of silk which represents the college or university from which the degree was earned. Hence the Marshall University hood is lined in green and white and edged with the appropriate discipline color. A partial listing from the Intercollegiate Code for colors signifying academic disciplines follows: Agriculture ..................................................... Maize Nursing ........................................................ Apricot Arts and Humanities ..................................... White Oratory (Speech) .................................. Silver Gray Business Administration ................................ Drab Dentistry ......................................................... Lilac Economics ................................................... Copper Education ............................................... Light Blue Engineering ................................................. Orange Fine Arts and Architecture .......................... Brown Forestry .......................................................... Russet Home Economics ....................................... Maroon Pharmacy ............................................. Olive Green Philosophy ............................................... Dark Blue Physical Education ............................... Sage Green Public Administration ....................... Peacock Blue Public Health ..................................... Salmon Pink Science ............................................ Golden Yellow Social Science .............................................. Cream Journalism ................................................. Crimson Law ................................................................ Purple Social Work ................................................. Citron Theology or Divinity ................................... Scarlet Library Science ............................................ Lemon Veterinary Science .......................................... Gray Medicine ....................................................... Green Music ................................................................ Pink At Marshall University, holders of the bachelor and associate degrees do not wear hoods. The color of the tassel on their caps indicates the level of academic excellence achieved in pursuit of their respective degrees. 
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Profile of Marshall University 
The early history of Marshall University is filled 
with colorful events and people. 
To put things in chronological perspective, 
the academic saga started in 1837 when the good 
citizens of Guyandotte and the farming country to 
the west - now the city of Huntington - decided 
they needed an annual school to provide for the 
education of their youngsters. 
Tradition records they met at the home of John 
Laidley, who assumed leadership of the project and 
named the ne� school Marshall Academy in honor 
of his friend, the late Chief Justice John Marshall. 
They decided to locate their new school on a knoll 
known as "Maple Grove," site of a small log building 
called Mount Hebron Church. The structure also 
had served for some time as a subscription school 
for the area. 
It wasn' t until March 30, 1838, that the 
General Assembly of Virginia passed an act formally 
incorporating Marshall Academy and appointing 
Laidley and eight other men as trustees. 
On June 30 of that year, the trustees purchased 
from James and Lucy Holderby the one and one-fourth 
acre lot containing their log "academy." The price: 
$40. That land is now the site of Old Main. 
The trustees proceeded to build a new two-story, 
brick building, 22 feet wide and 50 feet long, containing 
four rooms. It was completed by February, 1839. 
The first full school term was conducted in 
1838-39. In 1850, the academy and its financial 
obligations were accepted by the Conference of 
the Methodist Episcopal Church, South. In 1858, 
Marshall Academy was renamed Marshall College. 
Due to financial problems the property was sold at 
public auction in 1861. 
Ms. Salina Mason bought the land and building 
for $1,500 for her father, John W. Hite. He was a 
· Confederate sympathizer and could not appear in
court in his own behalf. For the next few years, Hite
and his family lived in the college building.
During at least part of the war, a small school,
probably a subscription school, was maintained at
the college - fulfilling a provision in the original
deed from James Holderby which specified it was to
be used " ... for the express purpose of an Academy
(sic) and for no other use." The building also was
used as a hospital during part of the conflict.
Meanwhile, the new state of West Virginia
had recognized the need for an institution to train
teachers to serve the state's public schools.
On Feb. 2 7, 186 7, the Legislature voted approval
of a bill establishing a "state normal school" to be
located at Marshall College.
In order to get the college reopened, the voters
of Cabell County approved a property tax levy
amounting to $5,000. The state also appropriated
funds and on Aug. 1, 1867, the school's regents
purchased the lot and building from Mrs. Mason 
for $3,600. 
The first session of Marshall College as a state 
normal school began June 15, 1868. 
In 1905, construction was started on the final 
section of Old Main. This is the familiar "towers" 
segment facing the main entrance to the campus 
on Hal Greer Boulevard. With its completion, 
Old Main consisted of five sections. 
Athletics got their start at Marshall with 
the first football team being fielded in 1898. The 
Marshall teams originally were known as the Blue 
and Black, but the now-familiar Green and White 
colors had been adopted by 1904. 
In 1907, Marshall was still strictly a secondary 
school. By 1912, the regents had added two years 
of study to the school's program, equivalent to 
the freshman and sophomore years in college. 
In 1914, President Corbly recommended that 
" ... Marshall College should be made a 'college' in 
fact as well as in official name - a degree-conferring 
institution." 
The years ahead saw steady academic and 
physical expansion and Marshall became a 
university in 1961. Marshall has an enrollment of 
about 14,000, a full-time instructional faculty of 
731 and 356 part-time instructors. 
The small academy has become a major 
university, functioning through 13 divisions: 
Marshall University Graduate College, the College 
oflnformation Technology and Engineering, College 
of Business, College of Education, College of Fine 
Arts, College of Liberal Arts, College of Science, 
Joan C. Edwards School of Medicine, W. Page Pitt 
School of Journalism and Mass Communications, 
College of Health Professions, Honors College, 
School of Extended Education, and Graduate 
School of Education and Professional Development. 
Marshall has two major campuses - a main 
campus in Huntington and the Marshall University 
Graduate College in South Charleston - along 
with several learning centers including the Joan 
C. Edwards School of Medicine; the Marshall
Medical Center; the Learning Resource Center
in Gilbert; the Teays Valley Regional Center in
Putnam County; the Mid-Ohio Valley Center in
Point Pleasant; the Southern Mountain Center in
Logan; the Robert C. Byrd Institute for Advanced
Flexible Manufacturing, and the Public Higher
Education Center in Beckley.
Marshall continues to grow academically, 
adding a Doctor of Physical Therapy program and a 
School of Pharmacy in 2012. The inaugural physical 
therapy class matriculated in May 2012 with 27 
students. The School of Pharmacy's first class of 80 
students began classes in August 2012. 
Class of 2013 Honor Graduates 
Bachelor Degree Candidates The Bachelor Degree honor graduates are distinguished by cords and tassels worn with their caps and gowns. The Summa Cum Laude graduates are distinguished by the Green and White Cords and White Tassels. The Magna Cum Laude graduates are distinguished by the Gold Cords and Tassels. The Cum Laude graduates are distinguished by the Red Cords and Tassels. Summa Cum Laude Rachel E. Miller Rachel Bethany Berlin Green & White Cord Rikki N. Miller Jamie Beth Boster 
& White Tassel Jessica R. Moses Robert D. Bragg Matthew Ryan Mundell Caleb Andrew Brownfield These students have attained Megan Elizabeth Murphy Matthew Alan Burton an over-all academic average of Molly Colleen Murphy Emily Renee Cain 3.85 to 4.00. Minal J. Patel Lonnie Theron Carpenter John Sanford Paull Ashley Nicole Clark Alexandria Amity Amorim Joan Anna-Margarett Perrine James Derek Lee Collins Megan Renee Bryant Andrew Louis Pisters Cheyanne Morgan Cooper Lindsay Nicole Connolly Nicolet D. Pizzuto Stephanie Marie Davis Austin Andrew Cox Aaron Nicholas Preece Samantha Renee DiDomenico Lesley S. Cruickshank John Randal Price Megan Nicole Dillon Ashleigh Nicole Daniel Kaitlyn J. Shamblin Kali Chantelle Edmunds Anthony R. Deskins Kasey Danielle Stickler Alyssa N. Ellington Alexander Reben Edelmann Morgan Catherine Stickler Kelly Brooke Ellis Abigail Christine Elliott Joshua Lewis Stoll Jade Lea Emmons Morgan Rachelle Farley Meagan Marie Szekely Katherine Lynne Endicott Jessica Marie Ferrick Tessa Ann Tarker Joseph Hossein Esmaeili Julia Rose Freitag Shaina Danielle Wichael Taylor Timothy Douglas Feverston Baxter Wyatt Fullen Matthew David Thompson Ashley McClayne Forlines Jeremy Dewayne Hall Rachelle N. Thompson Bethany L. Frame Mary Louise Harper Natalie A. Tupta Hilary Grace Beatrix Roush Freeman Jessica Ann Henson Victoria M. Wells Adam Ross Fridley Catherine Brooke Higgins Yasmine Zeid Heather Ann Fry Alysia Dawn Hively Ellen Claire Fure David Matthew Holliday Magna Cum Laude Steven Joseph Gaydosz Amanda M. Honeycutt Chelsey Renee Gibson Jeffrey L. Jobe Gold Cord & Gold Tassel Hilary J. Gibson Morgan Elizabeth Jones Bethany Diana Glotfelty These students have attained Jade Erin Gray Laura J. Keffer an over-all academic average of Autumn Ann Grove Alex Michael King 3.60 to 3.84. Julie E. Hall Bethany Noelle Kivett Courtney Diane Hatten Sarah Alice Lively Eden Elizabeth Adkins Abigial R. Hayes Abigail Nicole Mangus Heather Brooke Adkins Erin Elizabeth Hensley Whitney Marie Martin Suzann Al-Qawasmi Rebecca Cheryl Hensley William Seth Martin Richard Dean Alexander Rebecca R. Hill Lauren Elizabeth McAlister Ethan L. Backus Shelby Brieann Huffman Zane Logan McDonald Chelsea Renee Bailey Neil J. Humphrey Richard Isaac McKown Keith Daniel Bailey Jeremy Scott James Joshua Tyler Meredith James Douglas Baker Meagan Rose Joseph Corey Tyler Miller Ashley Nicole Ballard Daniel Scott Kahn Jacob Lloyd Miller Andrew Douglas Bane Andrew M. Keffer Kyleigh E. Miller Courtney L. Bell Allison Rachel Kelley 15 
Thomas Daniel Kist Ryan Brady Wellman Morgan Blair Conley 
Kenneth Dwight Lee Lance Anthony West Jr. George Ian Tyler Cook 
Nelson Junior Linkous Alexandra Anne White Marshall Katherine Cooper 
Evan Jeffrey Madden Britani Morgan Wilson Suella Marie Crum 
Cynthia L. Mai Shea Nicole Wolford Ethan K. Curry 
April Lynn Marcum Margaret Katherine Wright Ashley Marie Davis 
Chester Mays John Michael Davis 
Michael Dulaney McCabe Cum Laude Zachery Paul Delong Jessica Dawn Meadows David Andrew Dillon 
Shaina Lee Meadows Red Cord.& Red Tass el Shey L. Dillon 
Mariah Marie Miller Audra Dorothy Divers 
Kasey Mae Mitchell These students have attained Grace Jane Dixon 
Yusif Mohammed an over-all academic average of Kaitlin R. Dobbins 
Katherine Diane Moore 3.30 to 3.59. Christopher Michael Duplaga 
Bo Michael Morris Daniel Lee Eddy 
Karla Ann Moyers Katherine Lee Abbott Victoria Leann Evans 
Allison Marie Noble April Rayne Adkins Ethan Tyler Fight 
Joseph Jeffrey Overstreet Dustin Roger Adkins David Isaacs Fisher 
Meghan E. Pauley Heather Leigh Adkins Carli Michelle Followay 
Kelsi Jo Phillips Michelle Rose Adkins Rachel E. Ford 
Ashley Marie Powers Sean Patrick Adkins Katherine Elizabeth Forester 
Beverly Danielle Price Emily Katherine Alleman Megan Lynn Foster 
Allegra Marie Richardson James Richard Allen Tyler Cory Foster 
Joseph M. Romeo Larry David Allen Judith Shae Gainer 
Jennifer Leigh Ross Katelynn Rickelle Alley Bobbi Ann Gaul 
Gerald Allen Rowe Caitlin Jane Anderson Faith Chawaten Gillispie 
Travis Brandon Roy Stefanie Jill Andrews Delcie Rhyanna Gorum 
Katherine Gayle Rudolph Andrea Celorio Arreola Taylor Brooke Grimmett 
Dustin Wayne Scarberry Megan Leann Arthur Ashley Renee Gue 
Holly Reshae Scarberry Miranda H. Asbury Jasmine D. Hairston 
Courtney Jade Schwertfeger Kristen Leigh Ann Ashe Derek Ryan Hale 
Amanda Lynn Sellers Jonathon David Austin Casey C. Hall 
Richard Asher Sexton Jamie Lynn Bailey Sarah Dawn Hall 
Evan Matthew Shamblin Kayla Lynn Ballengee Dalton J. Hammonds 
Casey Danielle Shreve Enam Abdullah Banaja Amanda Yvonne Hancock 
Dustin Ryan Shreve Jordan Taylor Bean Katherine Dyan Hargleroad 
Margaryta Lvovna Seliverstova Jimmie Tyler Beirne Katie Rochelle Harman 
Desiree Ann Sines Daina K. Berry Raymond L. Harrell 
Amanda Dawn Smith Erin Joy Blakely Ryan Lee Hatfield 
Cassandra S. Smith Marisa Lynn Blatt Audrey Katherine Hay 
Kaitlin Moriah Smith Christy M. Bollinger Kimberly Ann Heaberlin 
Lauren Rochelle Smith Megan Rose Borak Sara Danielle Henson 
Maribeth Ann Smith Joshua Nathaniel Botkin Rachel Nicole Hill 
Sean Russell Sovine Hannah R. Brewer Brittany A. Hively 
Hannah D. Stone Sydney B. Brickett Bethany E. Hogsett 
Ryan Alexander Striker Calvin Nicholas Britton Brittany Danielle Holcomb 
Anna Elizabeth Taft Jeremiah Alan Brown Emma Elizabeth Holland 
Jami R. Thacker Bethany L. Burdette Rebecca E. Holliday 
Leslie G. Thomas Virginia B. Burnside James Lonnie Horsely 
Caleb Michael Visser Benjamin Patrick Burton Catessa Ann Howard 
Maria Voscekova Samuel Ethan Bush Tiffany Hubb 
Brooke M. Walker Jack L. Butcher Kourtney Shea Hughes 
Sarah Jane Walker Caitlyn D. Cain Shawn M. Johnson 
Brent Taylor Walls Catherine Leigh Camp Zachary Scott Johnson 
Robin M. Waskowski Perry C. Cavender Kachine Rochelle Jonese 
Haley Elizabeth Waugh Whitney Anne Chandler Michael Daniel Kennedy 
Jean-Luc Naison Weiner Katelyn Jo Coiner Lindsey R. Kerns 16 
Jessica Leigh Kesner Allison Quinn Kessinger Aaron M. Kidd Tyler R. King Gregory Chase Lantz Matthew Alan Lawless Katharine Victoria Lawrence James Allen Lawson Jordan Elizabeth Lewis Max Regan Lewis Chase Joseph Likens Amy Lynn Lugones Christopher Wayne Mahoney Chelsey Mariah Maiden Andrea Lenee Marcum Morgan Chase Marcum Sarah E. Mathis Chelsea Hanna Mayes Danielle Alexandra Mayo Kimberly D. Mays Cherrelle LaSha McCauley Briana Violet McCoy Caitlyn D. McKinney Chancey Jo Meade Andrew Jay Meadows April Nicole Melvin Amber Dawn Messinger Charles Clinton Meyers Erin N. Miller Nathan Ray Mills Christopher Blaker Moncer Michael James Murphy Amanda Lynn Musick Olivia R. Myers Daniel Lee Napier Olivia Stephanie Eliza Napora Matthew Scott Newlon Melissa Ryan Nezhni Duong T huy Nguyen Jessica Lee Nuckels Adam B. Nuckols Stephanie Ann Packer Brandi Nichole Parsons Seth Parsons Chelsie Alexandrea Patrick Summer Cathleen Taylor Patrick Frances N. Pauley Gina Marie Peck Nicole Kay Peckens Emmanuel D. Pittore Deborah Lyn Preston Janie Elizabeth Prudich Kyle Daniel Rainey Kaitlyn Renee Rhodes Lauren Adrian Riddle Nicholas B. Riggleman Jennifer Renee Roberts Lauren E. Rone Erin Stacey Ross Joshua Anthony Ross Russell Radford Rucker Ashley Monet Saffore Bethany Lynn Sandford Felicia Andrea Scheidler Sarah Rose Schimenti Tara Dawn Scott Stacy Ranie Sexton David William Simmons Megan S. Slack Chelsea Lynn Smith James Putnam Smith Matthew Michael Smith Michelle Evelyn Smith Sarah Beth Smith Stephanie Denise Sofranko Whitney M. Sowards Peter Haynes Starnes Lindsay Renee' Staten Anthony A. Stephenson Timothy Nathaniel Stevens Jordan S. Stowers Ryan Sotero Svingos Corey Eugene Tenney Emily Jane T hompson Rebeka Swanson Todd Gregory J. Tolliver Richard Glen Toppings Cody Eugene VanMeter Tara Whitney Villars Kayla A. Walker Rachel M. Wallace Ashley Nicole Walls Emily Noel Watson Kasey Lee Waybright Aaron Matthew Weinberg Carrie Ann Wellman Jameson Jeiel Andrew Wellman Lindsey Janine Wellman Elizabeth Magdelana White Christian Casey Whittaker Tyler Gregory Wicks Ryan W. Wilfong Brooke Joelle Willis Samantha Nicole Winnings Katherine Rae Wise Andrea Noele Wiseman Tiffany Ann Workman Sam Alexander Worthy Jeffrey S. Wright Tasha Nichole Wyant Anna Elizabeth Yike 
Associate Degree Candidates 
With Honors T hese students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.30 to 3.69. Royal Blue Cord & Royal Blue Tassel Jessica Lauren Adams Bryanna L. Cayton Sara Megan Hatfield Leah Suzanne Lemons Bryan K. McMillan Kathy Ransbottom Pike Mark Dylan Rees Dana Darlene Rollins Jason Andrew Thompson Stacey Jourdan Trader 17 
The Honors College Candidates Presented by Nicola Locascio, Dean Larry David Allen Taylor Brooke Grimmett Matthew Ryan Mundell University Honors University Honors University Honors John Marshall Scholar Suzann Al-Qawasmi Mary Louise Harper University Honors University Honors Emmanuel David Pittore John Marshall Scholar John Marshall Scholar Courtney L. Bell John Marshall Scholar Courtney Diane Hatten Aaron Nicholas Preece University Honors John Marshall Scholar Daina K. Berry John Marshall Scholar Erma Byrd Scholar University Honors Hedrick Scholar Abigail R. Hayes Caleb Andrew Brownfield University Honors John Randal Price John Marshall Scholar University Honors Erin Elizabeth Hensley Yeager Scholar Emily Renee Cain University Honors University Honors Catherine Brooke Higgins Allegra Marie Richardson John Marshall Scholar University Honors University Honors John Marshall Scholar Perry C. Cavender John Marshall Scholar University Honors David Matthew Holliday Margaryta Lvovna Seliverstova University Honors Ashley Nicole Clark John Marshall Scholar University Honors Meagan Rose Joseph Richard Asher Sexton John Marshall Scholar University Honors James Derek Lee Collins University Honors Andrew M. Keffer Cassandra S. Smith John Marshall Scholar John Marshall Scholar University Honors Lesley S. Cruickshank Bethany Noelle Kivett Shaina D. W. Taylor University Honors University Honors University Honors John Marshall Scholar John Marshall Scholar Yeager Scholar Erma Byrd Scholar Sarah Alice Lively Leslie G. Thomas Samantha Renee DiDominico University Honors University Honors Erma Byrd Scholar Evan Jeffrey Madden Rachelle N. Thompson Alexander Reben Edelmann John Marshall Scholar University Honors University Honors John Marshall Scholar Yeager Scholar Sarah E. Mathis University Honors Natalie A. Tupta Katherine Lynne Endicott University Honors University Honors Richard Isaac McKown, III John Marshall Scholar University Honors Katherine Elizabeth Forester Yeager Scholar Rachel Morgan Wallace University Honors University Honors John Marshall Scholar Jacob Lloyd Miller Erma Byrd Scholar John Marshall Scholar Yasmine Zeid Rikki Nicole Miller University Honors Adam Ross Fridley John Marshall Scholar University Honors University Honors Yeager Scholar 18 
Candidates and 
Degrees Granted 
College of Education 
Candidates presented by Robert B. Bookwalter, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 11, 2013 Bachelor of Arts 
Michelle Rose Adkins 
Alexandria Amity Amorim 
Robert T homas Anastasio 
Miranda H. Asbury 
Alice Caroline Bailey 
Phillip Aaron Bailey 
Ashley Nicole Ballard 
Courtney L. Bell 
Frances Mae Blake 
Molly Elizabeth Blatt 
Fatima Marie Boukhemis 
Justin M. Brooks 
Tanzania Marie Brown 
Emily Frances Buckley 
Samuel Ethan Bush 
Caitlyn D. Cain 
Jessica Elaine Catlett 
Sarah Maria Coghlin 
Ashley D. Coleman 
Morgan Blair Conley 
Stephanie D. Delong 
Grace Jane Dixon 
Abigail Christine Elliott 
Kelly Brooke Ellis 
Jade Lea Emmons 
Brian Andrew Estep 
Morgan Rachelle Farley 
Aaron Justin Fletcher 
Katrina Louise Foo 
Ashley McClayne Forlines 
Tracy R. Fuller 
Chelsey Renee Gibson 
Hilary J. Gibson 
Margaret Marie Gleason 
Jade Erin Gray 
Stephanie Grace Hale 
Sarah Dawn Hall 
Brittany Danielle Harbour 
Katie Rochelle Harman 
Kayla Brooke Heffner 
Eli James Hensel 
Rebecca Cheryl Hensley 
Jessica Ann Henson 
Emma Elizabeth Holland 
David Matthew Holliday 
Tiffany Hubb 
Zachary Allen Hughart 
Meagan Rose Joseph 
Allison Rachel Kelley 
Sarah Elizabeth Lavender 
Morgan O'Neil Lynch 
Elizabeth Jade Martin 
Kelly Renee Maynard 
Caitlyn D. McKinney 
Adrian Michelle Meddings 
April Nicole Melvin 
Kyleigh E. Miller 
Mariah Marie Miller 
Rebecca Ann Moore 
Allison Deanna Mullenax 
Megan Elizabeth Murphy 
Melissa Ryan Nezhni 
Tabitha Natasha Payne 
Kelsi Jo Phillips 
Beverly Danielle Price 
Ashley Dawn Reed 
Ashley Marie Ritz 
Erin Stacey Ross 
Matthew Dane Salyers 
Jeremy S. Samples 
Bethany Lynn Sandford 
Sarah Rose Schimenti 
Casey Danielle Shreve 
Amanda Dawn Smith 
Lauren Rochelle Smith 
Michelle Evelyn Smith 
Adriene Nicole Spaulding 
Lindsey Renee Staten 
Samantha Lea Stephens 
Timothy Nathaniel Stevens 
Jack Tyler Stewart 
Christopher Ray Stuart 
Jordan Kayla Stump 
Ryan Sotero Svingos 
Stephanie Rene' Thompson 
Emily L. Updegrove 
Sarah Jane Walker 
Shannon Sue Watts 
Cody Ethan Weasenforth 
Lindsey Janine Wellman 
Ryan Brady Wellman 
Victoria M. Wells 
Britani Morgan Wilson 
Shea Nicole Wolford 
Anna Elizabeth Yike 
19 
College of Liberal Arts 
Candidates presented by David J. Pittenger, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 11, 2013 
Bachelor of Arts 
Samantha Gean Adkins Stuart Gordon Dederer Melissa Anne Kovach 
Emily Katherine Alleman Bradley John Delahaye Whitney Ann Kuhn 
Larry David Allen Erin L. Dennis Dae Won Lee 
Shawn Paul Andrews William Ashton Dickerson Kenneth Dwight Lee 
Philip Jackson Armstrong Priscilla Elena Dillon Devin Barr Lindhurst 
Chelsea Renee Bailey Kaitlin R. Dobbins Tonia R. Logan 
Johnna R. Bailey Daniel Lee Eddy Adam Francis Lucas 
James Douglas Baker Katherine Lynne Endicott Amy Lynn Lugones 
Tyler Woodson Ball Victoria Leann Evans Sarah Frances Lyon 
Joseph Frank Barszczewski Justin Wade Faulkner Laura Barros Machado 
Amanda Nicole Bartoe Sharonaka Faye Ferguson Broghan Mack 
Kathleen Marie Barton Tyler Cory Foster Dennis Eugene Marple, Jr. 
Preston Daniel Barton Adam Ross Fridley Amanda Leigh Massey 
Daina K. Berry Heather Ann Fry Sarah E. Mathis 
Kathleen Rose Blatt Hilary Shayna Gibson Taylor J. McAlamen 
Donald Forrest Bogardus, III Charles A. Gilkerson Lauren Elizabeth McAlister 
Natashia Dawn Boggs Aaron J. Glass Briana Violet McCoy 
Brittany N. Bowie Delcie Rhyanna Gorum Delaney Rose Mclemore 
Joseph Taylor Bradley Caitlin Greaf Alexandra Marie McVeigh 
Ashley Nicole Brown Robert L. Grimmett Shaina Lee Meadows 
Erica Brook Brown Autumn Ann Grove Danielle N. Melchor 
Jeremiah Alan Brown Jasmine D. Hairston Jacob Lloyd Miller 
Michelle Renee Brown Derek Ryan Hale Chelsea Amanda Mills 
Bethany L. Burdette Amanda Yvonne Hancock Phillip Lawrence Misiti 
Megan E. Burke Katherine Dyan Hargleroad Melissa Dawn Morgan 
Krysalea Marie Burns Mary Louise Harper Karla Ann Moyers 
Benjamin Patrick Burton Raymond L. Harrell, Jr. Molly Colleen Murphy 
Emily Renee Cain Erica Kristin Hartman Daniel Lee Napier 
Latisha D. Caldwell Ryan Lee Hatfield Olivia Stephanie Eliza Napora 
Nathan Allen Casey Kristy Dawn Henson Summer Cathleen Taylor Patrick 
Perry C. Cavender Bethany E. Hogsett Christopher Hugo Payne 
Marikza Daneen Chinnery James Lonnie Horsley Gina Marie Peck 
Ashley Nicole Clark Ariel Rachelle Howard Victoria A. Powell 
Christopher Charles Stephen Cole Meghan Evelyn Howard Aaron Nicholas Preece 
Tia Jasmine Coleman Kourtney Shea Hughes John Randal Price 
Cheyanne Morgan Cooper Neil}. Humphrey Kaitlyn Renee Rhodes 
Nathan Anthony Crescenzi Nichole Daishel Jackson Lauren Adrian Riddle 
Lesley S. Cruickshank Christina M. Johnson William Joseph Robertson 
Suella Marie Crum James Michael Jones, II Veronica Leann Ross 
Rebecca Elyse Currence Jenny Christine Jones James Ernest Rouse 
Ethan K. Curry Kachine Rochelle J onese Travis Brandon Roy 
Alecia Monique Daniels Meagan Rose Joseph David Wayne Rumley 
Ashley Marie Davis Laura J. Keffer Megan Denise Russell 
Stephanie L. Davis Nikki Lynn Kimball Alan Edward Ryan 
Trenton Edward Davis Rachel Marie Kling Arlie M. Rykosky 
20 
Elisha Michael Sanford Michelle Kathleen Schaller Richard Earl Seaberg Stacy Ranie Sexton Halley Shea Shapero Dustin Ryan Shreve Kimberly Sue Sisler Shane David Slack Devone D. Smith Gerald Alan Smith Seanna Brittany Smith William Michael Stanley Eric Blake Stano Erika Dawn Staples Alyssa R. Sundin Meagan Marie Szekely Anna Elizabeth Taft Andrea Renea Tawney Nicholas Eli Taylor Shaina Danielle Taylor JamiR. Thacker Gregory J. Tolliver Natalie A. Tupta Dakotah Rainne VanMeter Jennifer Lea Vance Trey Caligan Vass Jessica Jean Vickers Rachel M. Wallace Laura Michelle Walsh Cortney Mary Watts 
Bachelor of Science Delbert Christopher Cannoy Jessica Paige Webb Aaron Matthew Weinberg Kristen M. White Tyler Gregory Wicks Makita Marche Wilcox Douglas Dale Wiley, Jr. Kelly Marie Wiley Ryan W. Wilfong Samantha Nicole Winnings Andrea Noele Wiseman Brian Andrew Wong Tiffany Ann Workman Margaret Katherine Wright Kari Lyn Yokochi 
21 
College of Business Candidates presented by Deanna Mader, Dean
Candidates for Degrees May 11, 2013 Bachelor of Business Administration Heather Leigh Adkins Emily Dawn Houston Jeffrey Thomas Neill, Jr.Talal Ali Al-Dehaim Guodong Huang Duong Thuy Nguyen James Richard Allen Matthew Joseph Hummel Adam B. Nuckols Ian Lewis Alsvary Sandra K. Idris Joseph Jeffrey OverstreetAndrea Celorio Arreola Thomas Andrew Jackson Cade Andrew Parton Jonathan David Austin Adam William Jarvis John Sanford Paull William Justin Baker Shynisha Lashay Johnson Renick Dale Perry, IIAndrew Douglas Bane Trevor R. Johnson Philip James Perry Alexander A. Bazzie, Jr. Zachary Scott Johnson Eric Robert PersonsJessica Bradley Joshua Caleb Keck Nicolet D. Pizzuto Robert D. Bragg Lindsey R. Kerns Kimberly Ann PorterSydney B. Brickett Aaron M. Kidd Ashley Marie Powers Danielle Nicole Brinkman Emmanuel F. King Justin Alexander PreastTyler Hill Cannon Tyler R. King Janie Elizabeth Prudich Mengying Cao Leah Catherine Kinker Samantha Jo Queen Michael John Cavalli Bethany Noelle Kivett Andrew Jordan Reger Xi Chen Corey Thomas Lane Nicole Marie RendinellYingying Chu Gregory Chase Lantz Robin V. Rogers Katherine Lynn Cooke Matthew Alan Lawless Joseph M. Romeo Cory Michael Copolo James Allen Lawson Lauren E. Rone Debra Renee Crump Chad Dennison LeMasters Russell Radford RuckerMichael Philip Dannals Kristen Brooke Legg Veronica T. Ruiz Stephanie Marie Davis Evan Matthew Lewis Utku Bayram Sakarya Eric Carmine DeCrescente Max Regan Lewis Samuel Augustus SarconeMorgan Carol DeWitt Seth A. Lewis Christian R. Saunders Anthony R. Deskins Hang Li Alexander Jay Schooler Samantha Renee DiDomenico Dustin Thomas Lively Evan Matthew ShamblinCarla Marie Dillon Mitchell C. Love Kaitlyn J. ShamblinAlexander Reben Edelmann Christopher Wayne Mahoney Liran Shang Alyssa N. Ellington Chelsey Mariah Maiden Jeremy B. Smith Carla Nicole Erwin Abigail Nicole Mangus Sarah Beth Smith Harley Denise Farrell Patrick J. Mayle William Tanner Smoot Jessica Marie Ferrick Danielle Alexandra Mayo Hannah Elizabeth SnedegarEthan Tyler Fight Youssoupha Mbao Stephanie Denise SofrankoDavid Isaacs Fisher Michael Dulaney McCabe Whitney M. Sowards Julia Rose Freitag Cherrelle LaSha McCauley Richard Gray StaffordBaxter Wyatt Fullen Chancey Jo Meade Joshua Lewis Stoll Steven Joseph Gaydosz Timothy B. Meadows Emily Jeanne StumboMarques M. Hairston Adam Emilio Mendez Joshua M. SurbaughCasey C. Hall Haley Rose Miller Devyn L. Taylor Robert Allen Hamilton, III Nathan Ray Mills Jonathan Eugene Taylor Kayce N. Handley Evan Williams Mitchell Blaine Krystle TempletonRobert Turner Hickman Amanda S. Moore Cameron T. Thompson Rebecca R. Hill Terrence Howard Moore Dennis Lee Tinnon, . Adam M. Holmes Sean C. Morris Keith Tomensky Justin Timothy House Michael James Murphy Andrew T. Townsend
22 
Ashley Marie Triplett 
Jennifer Renae Trogdon 
Cody Eugene VanMeter 
Maria Voscekova 
Brooke M. Walker 
Kayla A. Walker 
Brent Taylor Walls 
Sheng Wang 
Emily Noel Watson 
Bryan Matthew Watts 
Kasey Lee Waybright 
Lance Anthony West, Jr. 
Jordyn Elizabeth Williams 
Tyler Ray Wilson 
Daniel Peyton Withrow 
Sam Alexander Worthy 
Jeffrey S. Wright 
Bleu Diamond Young 
Dominika Zaprazna 
23 
24 
College of Science 
Candidates presented by Charles C. Somerville, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 11, 2013 
Bachelor of Science 
Melanie Dawn Asbury 
Daniel Scott Ashby 
Ethan L. Backus 
Keith Daniel Bailey 
Erin Marie Balser 
Joseph Donovan Barbera 
David Edward Bartlett 
Preston Belcher 
Erin Joy Blakely 
Christy M. Bollinger 
Megan Rose Borak 
Joshua Nathaniel Botkin 
Hannah R. Brewer 
Calvin Nicolas Britton 
Caleb Andrew Brownfield 
Matthew Alan Burton 
Cassandra Jo Chapman 
George Allen Chappell, Jr. 
Breianna M. Colley 
James Derek Lee Collins 
Lindsay Nicole Connolly 
Marshall Katherine Cooper 
Zachery Paul Delong 
Bridget Ann Deeghan 
Arleigh Robert Dickerson 
Travis Michael Edmonds 
Jordan Taylor Egnatoff 
Victoria Beltz Emmerth 
Joseph Hossein Esmaeili 
Justin Dale Ferrell 
Katherine Elizabeth Forester 
Kaeyla Rochelle Foster 
Judith Shae Gainer 
Brandon Arthur Grant 
Andrew D. Grimmett 
Taylor Brooke Grimmett 
Ashley Renee Gue 
Todd A. Hall, Jr. 
Taylor Dawn Hammack 
Alyssa Mae Hammond 
Michael Steven Hatcher 
Courtney Diane Hatten 
Abigail R. Hayes 
c;therine Brooke Higgins 
Alexis Leigh Hoffsted 
Capri Ann Holderby 
Rebecca E. Holliday 
Amanda M. Honeycutt 
Catessa Ann Howard 
Aleshia R. Huffman 
Christopher Drew Johns 
Daniel Scott Kahn 
Thomas Daniel Kist 
Nichole Elizabeth Koester 
Tara Nicole Lambert 
Timothy Shane Lawrence 
Sarah Alice Lively 
Cameron Jackson Loader 
Jon Christian Lovejoy 
James Charles Lowry, IV 
Evan Jeffrey Madden 
Kevin Andrew McCoy 
Zane Logan McDonald 
Richard Isaac McKown, III 
Jacob Lloyd Miller 
Rikki N. Miller 
Kasey Mae Mitchell 
Yusif Mohammed 
Christopher Blaker Moncer 
Courtney Elizabeth Monk 
Bo Michael Morris 
Matthew Ryan Mundell 
Alisa Denae Osborne 
Minal J. Patel 
Frances N. Pauley 
Meghan E. Pauley 
Heather Nicole Perkins 
Andrew Louis Pisters 
Mariah Elizabeth Preast 
Deborah Lyn Preston 
Jordan Lee Preston 
Sarah K. Reger 
Allegra Marie Richardson 
Benjamin Joel Richardson 
Jonathen Wade Richmond 
Evan Rector Marlow Riley 
Brittany Jean Ronto 
Jamie Susanne Rust 
Thomas Samples 
Dustin Wayne Scarberry 
Devin Richard Schamp 
Amanda Lynn Sellers 
Richard Asher Sexton 
Sean Russell Sovine 
Peter Haynes Starnes 
Anthony A. Stephenson 
Kasey Danielle Stickler 
Morgan Catherine Stickler 
Cassondra Beth Summers 
Leslie G. T homas 
Matthew David Thompson 
Rachelle N. T hompson 
Brandon Craig Vernatter 
Douglas James Wagenaar 
Robin M. Waskowski 
Jean-Luc Naison Weiner 
Christian Casey Whittaker 
Yasmine Zeid 
College of Health Professions 
Candidates presented by Michael Prewitt, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 11, 2013 
Bachelor of Arts 
Dustin Roger Adkins 
Sean Patrick Adkins 
Hardee Sarah Blackhurst 
David Andrew Dillon, Jr. 
Whitney LaNae Jude 
Brian Michael McNeil 
Billy Blake Mitchell 
Rebecca Perry Moore 
Justin Philip Simon 
Madeline Eleanor Stack 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
April Rayne Adkins 
Katelynn Rickelle Alley 
Megan Leann Arthur 
Kristen Leigh Ann Ashe 
Kayla Lynn Ballengee 
Rachel Bethany Berlin 
Shawn R. Blankenship 
Travis Brent Bowman 
Allyson Danielle Brasseur 
Megan Renee Bryant 
Jack L. Butcher, Jr. 
Amanda N. Canterbury 
Katelyn Jo Coiner 
Ashleigh Nicole Daniel 
Kali Chantelle Edmunds 
Jessalyn Shae Ferguson 
Carli Michelle Followay 
Michael Shane Foster 
Chelsea June Fowler 
Bethany L. Frame 
Caleb Francis George 
Faith Chawaten Gillispie 
Jacob Ryan Goodman 
Jenna Marie Graham 
Julie E. Hall 
Kimberly Ann Heaberlin 
Jonathan Anderson Henry 
Lindsay Nicole Hickman 
Rachel Nicole Hill 
Brittany A. Hively 
Justin Patrick Houck 
Shelby Brieann Huffman 
Kelly Dawn Hughes 
Gideon S. Jarvis 
Shawn M. Johnson 
Morgan Elizabeth Jones 
Molly E. Kirkland 
Angelica Camille Leonard 
Xiuli Liu 
Stephanie Danielle Lucas 
Cynthia L. Mai 
Megan Maria Mancuso 
April Lynn Marcum 
Morgan Chase Marcum 
Samantha Paige Marshall 
Whitney Marie Martin 
William Seth Martin 
Chelsea Hanna Mayes 
Kimberly D. Mays 
Kaitlyn Nicole McGrath 
Amber Dawn Messinger 
Kirstin Ali Midkiff 
Corey Tyler Miller 
Rachel E. Miller 
Kyle Christopher Mushet 
Jessica Lee Nuckels 
Travis A. Parker 
Seth Parsons 
Joan Anna-Margarett Perrine 
Jennifer Renee Roberts 
Megan Brooke Robinette 
Joel Michael Rollins 
Megan Denise Russell 
Holly Reshae Scarberry 
Pamela Blair Schneider 
Kenna Shenay Scott 
Tara Dawn Scott 
Alexandra C. Shingleton 
Brittany D. Sigmon 
Desiree Ann Sines 
Megan S. Slack 
Chelsea Lynn Smith 
Tessa Ann Tarker 
Sarah Elizabeth Vance 
Jordan S. Stowers 
Janna Marie Wells 
Shane Patrick Wilson 
Alexandra Anne White 
Kasey Lynn Williamson 
Brooke Joelle Willis 
Tasha Nichole Wyant 
25 
Bachelor of Science 
Heather Brooke Adkins Courtney LeeAnn Gillman Robert Keith Powell 
Violet Renee Adkins Bethany Diana Glotfelty Christina Marie Raines 
Richard Dean Alexander Brittany Lynn Hann Kyle Daniel Rainey 
Caitlin Jane Anderson Pamela Hope Hatcher Mark Alan Roe 
Stefanie Jill Andrews Erin Elizabeth Hensley Jennifer Leigh Ross 
Caroline P. Auvil Sara Danielle Benson Joshua Anthony Ross 
Bryan Keith Bailey Alysia Dawn Hively Katherine Gayle Rudolph 
Shawn D. Barlow Joseph Brian Hoback Ivana Elizabeth Salazar 
Kathleen Taylor Bartley Jessica Page Hudson Felicia Andrea Scheidler 
Maria Nicole Battaglia Jeremy Scott James Matthew Allen Schiffbauer 
Breanna Faye Beckner Hilliary J. Johnson Courtney Jade Schwertfeger 
Jimmie Tyler Beirne Whitney LaNae Jude Megan Deeanne Six 
Marisa Lynn Blatt Matthew Ryan Kirkwood Cassandra S. Smith 
Jamie Beth Boster Katharine Victoria Lawrence Kaitlin Moriah Smith 
Virginia P. Burnside Jordan Elizabeth Lewis Matthew Michael Smith 
Lonnie Theron Carpenter, II Nelson Junior Linkous, III Michael Scott Sperry 
Whitney Anne Chandler Ryan Wade Linkous Kevin R. Tegtmeier 
James Wesley Clayton Victoria Rose Marvin Corey Eugene Tenney 
Terelle Lamar Cook Jessica Danielle Maynard Emily Jane T hompson 
Haley Nicole Davis Megan Elizabeth McCallister Caleb Michael Visser 
Mark Hoyt Davis, Jr. Nathan Paul McFadden Sara A. Walker 
Meghan Danielle DeNorscia Katherine Diane Moore Ashley Nicole Walls 
Megan Nicole Dillon Jessica R. Moses Haley Elizabeth Waugh 
Yvonne Lynn Duckwyler Amanda Lynn Musick Carrie Ann Wellman 
Christopher Michael Duplaga Olivia R. Myers JamesonJeiel Andrew Wellman 
Brittany Chanel Foley Allison Marie Noble Anna Alicia Wentz 
Carl Durwood Ford Stephanie Ann Packer Austin Tanner Williamson 
Megan Lynn Foster Brandi Nichole Parsons 
Carlie Danielle Fyffe Elizabeth Ann Pierce Bachelor of Social Work 
Edith Renea Bennett Brittany Danielle Holcomb Richard Glen Toppings, Jr. 
Matthew T. Clark Shelby Claire Lee Ashley Renee White 
Bobbi Ann Gaul Tiffany Jean Paugh Leslie A. Zickafoose 
Mollie Ann Hamrick Teresa Lynn Reitmire Associate in Applied Science 
Bezawit Abebe Wube Associate in Science in Nursing 
Jessica Lauren Adams Bryanna L. Cayton Ciara N. Johnson 
Joel Matthew Adams Allison Leigh Cole Amber Brooke Jude 
Kelly Ray Ball Robert Anthony Craig Brittany Raechelle Kirby 
Kristan Leigh Belcher Cari B. Finley Tyler M. Kirk 
Kimberly Nicole Bird Carl Durwood Ford Molly Haught Kluemper 
Stephanie C. Black Paulina Nicole Gill Leah Suzanne Lemons 
Deidra Janel Blackbum Chelsea Dawn Gleason Matthew I. Marshall 
Jennifer Rena Brumfield Nicole E. Hale Caleb David Martin 
John M. Brunetti Sara Megan Hatfield Bryan K. McMillan 
Tina Eugenia Burroughs Alexandria Breann Hill Aaron Michael Moore 
26 
Sydnie Rose Moritz Amy Marie Northup James Howard Nottingham Kathy Ransbottom Pike Mark Dylan Rees Dana Darlene Rollins David Royce Sears Christopher Douglas Setser Robert Edward Stout, III Samantha Jo Stout Jason Andrew Thompson Brandan Scott Tolliver Stacey Jourdan Trader Stephanie Lynn Wilds Kayla Renea Williams Aubrey K. Wilson Kristi Leigh Wilson Emily Lauren Wiseman 27 
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College, of Fine Arts Candidates presented by Donald L. Van Horn, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 11, 2013 
Bachelor of Fine Arts Katherine Lee Abbott Jamie Lynn Bailey Enam Abdullah Banaja Chase Marek Canterberry George Ian Tyler Cook Christopher David Crawford Shey L. Dillon Timothy Douglas Feverston Ellen Claire Fure Ana Maria Gaston Audrey Katherine Hay Shauntay Elizabeth Heyliger William Harold Holderby, II Bradlee Layne Jordan Allison Quinn Kessinger Andra Christina Levy Chase Joseph Likens Amber Nicole Martin Patrick S. Martin Joshua Tyler Meredith Lorin Michael Michki Jami Lynne Moss Nicole Kay Peckens Jeffery Michael Pennington David Christopher Ross Ashley Monet Saffore Margaryta Lvovna Seliverstova James Putnam Smith, II Rachel Gabrielle Stefursky Felicia Marie Stephenson Hannah D. Stone Ryan Alexander Striker Patrick Steadman Taylor Rebeka Swanson Todd Elizabeth M. Wasson 
College of Information Technology 
And Engineering 
Candidates presented by Wael Zatar, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 11, 2013 
Bachelor of Science 
Mark Andrew Brewer 
Mitchell C. Browning 
Luke Matthew Brumfield 
Matthew Douglas Ferguson 
Robert Gaum 
Jeremy Dewayne Hall 
Joseph D. Hall 
Bradley David Hammond 
James Michael Hill 
Alex Michael King 
Jeremy David Langdon 
Jack Nelson Lefevre 
Cameron Jackson Loader 
James Michael Moore 
Bachelor of Science in Engineering 
Erin Joy Blakely 
Catherine Leigh Camp 
Austin Andrew Cox 
Rachael S. Fitzwater 
Carissa Nicole Hansen 
Jan Barry Hatfield 
Joshua C. Holley 
Andrew M. Keffer 
Michael Daniel Kennedy 
Andrea Lenee Marcum 
Eli Madison McWhorter 
Jessica Dawn Meadows 
Kyle Benjamin Merritt 
Charles Clinton Meyers 
Matthew Scott Newlon 
Nathan Sean O'Kane 
Tyler Martin Perry 
Emmanuel D. Pittore-Candelario 
Travis Brooks Rainey 
Nicholas B. Riggleman 
Sean Russell Sovine 
Zachary Lee Pemberton 
T homas Rice 
Joshua Gary Ross 
Gerald Allen Rowe, II 
Robert Chad Sizemore 
Dustin Robert Stanley 
Nathan L. Thomas 
Zayyad Muhammad Yakubu 
29 
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School of Journalism 
And Mass Communications 
Candidates presented by Janet Dooley, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 11, 2013 
Bachelor of Arts 
Eden Elizabeth Adkins 
Suzann Al-Qawasmi 
Jordan Taylor Bean 
Joanie L. Borders 
Brittini Danielle Brooks 
Diana Carolina Calle 
Jarrod Alan Clay 
Patricia Nicole Dotson 
Meagan A. Earls 
Rachel E. Ford 
Ashley Marie Foster 
Hilary Grace Beatrix Roush Freeman 
John Carl Gibb 
Danielle Kay Goodman 
Sarah Rose Hagerty 
Dalton J. Hammonds 
Lawren L. Hightower 
Ashleigh A. Hill 
Dale Lee Johnson, Jr. 
Dwight Christopher Jorge 
Tyler David Kes 
Jessica Leigh Kesner 
Blaire Elizabeth Lawrence 
John Wallace Lewis, III 
Keyaira LaCole McCauley 
Andrew Jay Meadows 
Erin N. Miller 
Chelsie Alexandrea Patrick 
Chrystal S. Phillips 
Justin Allen Prince 
Ebony Katherine Robinson 
James Larry Sanders, Jr. 
Maribeth Ann Smith 
Lakin McKay Turner 
Molly E. Urian 
Katherine Rae Wise 
Regents Bachelor of Arts 
Candidates presented by Rudy Pauley, Associate Vice President for Outreach and Continuing Studies 
Candidates for Degrees May 11, 2013 
Bachelor of Applied Science 
Ricky D. Rucker 
Regents Bachelor of Arts 
Galen Thomas Adkins 
Michael Paul Adkins 
Christine Rose Beckett 
David Aaron Micah Bellville 
Lawrence Douglas Booton 
Jeremy Daniel Bums 
Abigail Marie Camp 
Wendy Lynn Carter 
Timothy Lee Champlin 
Tonya Genelle Clark 
Brittany Megan Craft 
Juli Ayn Dailey 
John Michael Davis 
Dorinda Lee Deem 
James E. Denney 
Audra Dorothy Divers 
Nicole Danielle Ernest 
Cheryl Lynn Fetty 
Christopher R. Fulks 
Beth Lanham Garrett 
Megan Emily Garrett 
James Tyler Gibson 
Jesse Ryan Gilpen 
Robert Goff 
Joseph Ty Grass 
Kathryn Grace Greer 
Jamael Allen Hall 
Derek Scott Heavener 
Jennifer Ellen Henry 
Christopher Scott Hicks 
Sabrina Dawn Hill 
Jennie Ryann Holmes 
Justin Eric Hopkins 
Julia Anne Houston 
Douglas Stover Huff 
Samantha Rae Hutcheson 
Analeen Marie Hysell 
Derreck Anthoney Jackson 
Nathan Daniel Jett 
Jeffrey L. Jobe 
Andrea Lynn Jodon 
Darryl Jones, Jr. 
Ralph Leon Jones 
Gregory Keith Keaton 
Glade Catherine Keener 
J esseca Lyn Kidwell 
William Michael Knight 
Crystal Nicole Knipp 
Mark Allen Langdon 
Lara Grace Lawman 
Elizabeth Dawn Lawrence 
Justin Scott Lee 
Patricia Elaine Hurley Lewis 
Susan J. Linsley 
Claude Anthoney Macri 
John Steven Mallow 
Rosanna Ameen Mansouri 
Chester Mays, Jr. 
Holly Kristine McComas 
Joshua Keith McCoy 
Lauren Ashlea McCoy 
Drew Ryland Morse 
Laura Michelle Moseley 
Robert Gichuki Mwangi 
Jessalyn Lee Parsons 
Tammy Sue Payne 
Cynthia Lee Pinkerton 
Valerie Ann Plants 
Kelli Ann Price 
Kevin Michael Pugh 
Mary Lynn Roberts 
Charles Von Alan Rohrig 
Shawna Susan Rowe 
Joshua Cole Schreier 
David William Simmons 
Allison D. Smith 
Crystal Dawn Smith 
Whitney Nedrea Smith 
Gabriel P. Stabile 
Tyler H. Stark 
Leland Andrew Steele 
Steven Wayne Stewart 
Matthew Aaron Thomas 
Curtis Edward Tilley 
Matthew M. Tincher 
Angela Lynne Townsend 
Lova Starr Townsend 
Hang Thi Thuy Tran 
Meghan Danielle Trivison 
Tara Whitney Villars 
Anthony Carroll Ward 
Heather Marie Ward 
Joel Beckett Ward 
Alyson Renea Ware 
Vicki Ann Warner-Ohlinger 
Greta E. Weeks 
Douglas Warren Westover 
Elizabeth Magdelana White 
Ross Thomas Whitford 
Monica Jean Zurcher 31 
32 Graduate College Candidates presented by Donna J. Spindel, Dean Candidates for Degrees May 11, 2013 Education Specialist Ruthann Margaret Arneson Talya J. Colliflower Elizabeth Anne Pauley De Villa Sara Marie Fragale Jennifer Lynn Frazier Master of Arts Deborah Lynn Adams Special Education Brittany Lea Adkins Special Education Melissa Kay Adkins Secondary Education Rawiya Jamil Alansari Special Education Qiana M. Anderson English Allyson Leigh Baker Armstrong Psychology Brandon Joseph Bailey Psychology Bretney Kay Bailey Special Education Jackie Lee Baisden, III Political Science Jason Michael Bankston Special Education Leslie Jo Baughman Special Education Sarah Ellen Baumgardner Counseling Lydia Anne Beahm Special Education William Nathaniel Gatewood Terra Ann Jones Amanda Kristen Knapp Shannon Kathleen Kovack Angela Marie Mellace Bryana Leigh Beckett Special Education Samuel Casey Beever Special Education Katessa Marie Begley Special Education Monica Gail Belcher Counseling Marcena Renae Bertoldo Counseling Hayley E. Bird Psychology Richard D. Black Secondary Education Andrew Keith Blankenship Mathematics Ryan Scott Blankenship Political Science Ellen M. Blaydes Special Education Tanya Elizabeth Bomsta English Samir Britel English Danielle S. Brooks Psychology Anne Marie Monterosso Cassandra Kay Neil Kimberly Sheltraw Georgia Nicole T hornton Bryan Anthony Wilson Heather Renee Broyles Special Education Pamela Sue Bryant English Natalie Marie Campbell Psychology Allison Danielle Canfield English Dora Leola Canterbury Elementary Education Yu Jin Chang Special Education Ashley Nicole Chapman Secondary Education Justin Lee Chapman Political Science Summer Nicole Clay Special Education Emma Elizabeth Cogar Psychology Joseph Common Leadership Studies Erin DeLayne Compton Special Education Jessica Bell Cooper Psychology 
Jessica Ann Coplen Rebecca Lynn Fuller Bianca Lynn Hynes Secondary Education Elementary Education Counseling 
Erica Marie Cordle-Mullins Megan Diane Fyffe Akira Ito Special Education Psychology Secondary Education 
Kristi Michelle Crum Christina L. Garris Sixtus Obinna Iwuji Elementary Education Psychology Psychology 
Janet Carol Damron Racheal Renee Gliniak Arian Jalali Reading Education Psychology Psychology 
Megan Elaine Darby Teresa Diane Goble Kerri Beth Jarrell Elementary Education Special Education Special Education 
James Seth Davidson Brittany Alyss Goode Jonathan E. Jefferson Humanities Leadership Studies Special Education 
Luann Elizabeth DeLaRosa Corey Franklin Green Maureen Elizabeth Johnson Psychology Leadership Studies English 
William Steven Dickerson Karla Mae Hale Jennifer L. Judge English Psychology Counseling 
Kayla Sue Dingess Charles Patrick Hanretty James Brice Justice Counseling Secondary Education Psychology 
Tabitha Anne Dolan Rebecca Marie Harrison Johny A. Kalim Special Education Music Mathematics 
Nicholas Kyle Dunbar Nathaniel Monroe Hensley Brittany Lynn Kelley Counseling Counseling Special Education 
Lamar Darnen Dupree Thomas Mark Herman, Jr. Megan Michelle Kelly Leadership Studies Leadership Studies Elementary Education 
Tracy Mae Eddy Thomas Luther Hodge, II Shirley Ann Kimble Elementary Education Psychology Special Education 
Alaa H. Elkadry Beverly Jean Holley Davina Sukari Kittrell Mathematics Reading Education English 
Jessica Rae Elliott James W. Holston Shari Nicole Lamie Psychology Leadership Studies Special Education 
Angela Ann Evans Carly Hough Daniel Jeffrey Lassell Leadership Studies Psychology English 
Pamela Ann Evans Crystal D. Howell Christine Elizabeth Lavery Secondary Education English Communication Studies 
Haley Margaret Fedor Hugo A. Hughes Bang Thanh Le English Mathematics Mathematics 
Sara Marie Fragale Sean Patrick Hughes Mitchell C. Lilly Elementary Education Psychology English 
Sarah Elizabeth France Tiffany Marie Hughes Loma Christie Linger Special Education Latin English 
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Krista Amanda Lloyd Rebecca Lynn Mutter Paul J. Robrecht Special Education Counseling Psychology Angela B. Loggins Rebecca Lee Neely Leo William Roehrich Secondary Education Elementary Education English Buffy Suzzett Lough Marissa D. Nelson Hubert Wesley Rolling Special Education English History Kacy Jo Lovelace Rebekah Jo Newell Wendy Lyn Romine English Secondary Education Leadership Studies Abigail Marie Lynch Sally-Ann Newnham Ryan Lee Ross Counseling English Psychology Mallory D. Massie Charles Manding Nini Charles Joshua Rote Special Education Leadership Studies History Cory A. Maynard Bryan A. Noggy Niki Allison Rowe Special Education Music Political Science Jacqueline Michelle McCord Andrew Stephen O'Neal Eva Michelle Ruppert Psychology Music Leadership Studies Rachel Ann McCormick Yoko Ohba Rachel Lyn Sachini Special Education English Special Education Lisa Vay Meador Kayode Daniel Olumoyin Joshua David Sammons Special Education Mathematics Leadership Studies Sarah J. Miller Tiffany Marie Pearson Allison J. Samples Special Education Counseling Psychology Kimberly Kara Mills Christopher M. Perry Russell E Saunders Special Education Leadership Studies Leadership Studies Amanda Coryn Milton Lauren Whitney Ashcraft Phillips Sandra Sites Shewey Reading Education Psychology Special Education Krystal Brittany Moles Kimberly Ann Picklesimer Masaki Shibata English Counseling English Lisa G. Moody Kara Leigh Porter Elizabeth Anne Sirbaugh Reading Education Secondary Education Special Education Danilo Rezende Froes d Moraes Kelly Lavina Pruett Heather N. Sprouse Music Humanities Sociology Miranda R. Morgan Andrea Michelle Queen Christopher Vaughn Stacy Communication Studies Reading Education Special Education Daniel Joseph Munger Chad M. Quesenberry Aaron Lane Statler Counseling Leadership Studies Music Mack David Murphy, III Meridith Jil Ramey Lindsay Michelle Stephens Political Science Special Education Elementary Education Jonathan Michael Murray Bridget E. Riggs Michael Alan Stinnett Counseling Secondary Education Leadership Studies 34 
Jessica Dawn Straw Stephanie Marie Walker Counseling English 
Wayne A. Stump Thomas Edward Wallace Art Special Education 
Sarah Elisabeth Thompson Amber Rae Wallbrown Special Education Psychology 
Andrew B. Tilley Cassidy Nicole Watts 
Music Special Education 
John Nathaniel Tucker Ashley Priscilla White Leadership Studies Secondary Education 
Jennifer K. Upright Christa Shea Wilkinson Elementary Education Secondary Education 
Morgan K. Vance Alison Rae Williams Counseling Biological Sciences 
Erin Elizabeth Vriendt Jeremiah Wade Williamson Leadership Studies Sociology Master of Business Administration 
Daniel Emerson Adkins 
Joshua David Allen 
Robert J. Balis 
CuongBui 
Matthew W. Gallimore 
Tyler Jordan Gatrell 
Edward Andre Hargro 
Jason A. Nelson Master of Science in Engineering 
Derek Albert Bessler 
David Charles Chappell 
Mickey Finlay Dial 
Amanda Beth McClellan Master of Arts in J oumalism 
Jedidiah N. Bailey 
Jessica Ann Baker 
Leannda Lin Carey 
Meghann Elizabeth Ferguson 
Nicholas James Pauken 
Gabrielle Elizabeth Wright Master of Arts in Teaching 
Aleah C. Denny 
Laura Ashley Dille 
Marion Dyer 
Adam Howard Grimmett 
Kris Matthew Hall 
Lauren Denise Jannotta 
Bryan Michael Kidd 
Whitney M. Koontz 
Janice Racheal Luikart 
Kacie E. Miller 
David Franklin Mullins 
Sarah Kay Nibert 
Luke Edward Parsons 
Meghan Marie Robateau 
Jared Wayne Robertson 
Tiffani E. Smith 
Jerri Alexandra Stack 
John Martin Wisman 
Corey J. Woodrum 
Valerie Anne Wolford Secondary Education 
Bobby G. Workman Secondary Education 
Julie A. Wriston Special Education 
Yu Xi Mathematics 
Shuhei Yamashita English 
Rebecca Sue Yesenczki Leadership Studies 
Casey Grace York Special Education 
Lynn Renea Yost Special Education 
Lisa Marie Starcher 
Brian Keith Thompson 
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Master of Science 
Justin Taylor Adams Georgie LeeAlyce Bracy Marcella Ann Cruz 
Environmental Science Adult and Technical Education Biological Sciences Jennifer Dawn Adkins Timothy James Brust Jessica Lauren Curtis Safety Biological Sciences Biological Sciences 
Ezana D. Aimero Megan E. Buckalew lvanE. Cyr Information Systems Environmental Science Technology Management 
Victoria Barnard Allen Calin Joseph Burger Curtis D. Darst Criminal Justice Sport Administration Information Systems 
John Nicholas Arose Mathew James Butler James Seth Davidson Health Care Administration Accountancy Geography 
Elizabeth Ann Arthur Christina J. Byrd Mark Cruz DeBlois Human Resource Management Biological Sciences Biological Sciences 
Sarah K. Asad Andrea L. Campbell Emilie Charlotte Dembia Health Care Administration Human Resource Management Forensic Science 
Muluken Melesse Aseffa Emily M. Chaney Stacie Anne Deslich Health Informatics Exercise Science Health Care Administration 
Brett W. Ashley Shaina Chang Huong Thi Thanh Do Health Care Administration Forensic Science Accountancy 
Deanna Kristine Bailey Kathleen M. Clark Kayla Elizabeth Dodd Health Care Administration Human Resource Management Human Resource Management 
Michelle Dee Bailey Matthew James Cleer Mallory Jean Douthitt Human Resource Management Criminal Justice Biological Sciences 
Sarah Elizabeth Barr Megan Nichole Collier Erika L. Duncan Forensic Science Criminal Justice Sport Administration 
Kristin Lea Bateman Mark Cameron Collins David Anthony Eckre Human Resource Management Environmental Science Forensic Science 
Sonia Ben Hajji Katie L. Corcoran John Justin Fanelli Technology Management Forensic Science Health Care Administration 
Eliza Zoe Bennett-Hattan Joshua Eugene Corrie Alexander Swan Fatovic Sport Administration Biological Sciences Sport Administration 
Marlita Lynn Berry Raymond Franklin Cousins Elizabeth Victoria Fet Safety Health Care Administration Biological Sciences 
James Scott Board, II John Mark Cox Amy Kathleen Fiedler Chemistry Occupational Safety and Health Biological Sciences 
James C. Booker Marcia Elaine Craddock Jared T. Figgins Sport Administration Accountancy Geography 
Robert Christopher Bowers Jonathan Britt Crawford David Allen Foltz 
36 Biological Sciences Safety Biological Sciences 
Rachel Meta Friedman Weiguang Jiang Kyle T. McGill Forensic Science Environmental Science Biological Sciences Anthony Daniel Galante Mengistu Elihu Jima Tammarra Shae McPhaul Physical and Applied Science Adult and Technical Education Exercise Science Allison M. Gapinski Matthew L. Kasey Benjamin Paul Ward Meek 
Forensic Science Safety Biomedical Sciences William Zachary Garrett Hilary Kristen Keenan Janet Marie Mickel Health Care Administration Forensic Science Technology Management Stormy R. Gibson Jason Scott Kelley Emily Lynn Miller Chemistry Accountancy Exercise Science Scott Patrick Gray Saba Keshavarzian Katelyn A. Miller Exercise Science Health Care Administration Exercise Science Alesia Whiel Elyon Hairston Saeed Keshavarzian Nicole Samira Moussa Health Care Administration Biomedical Sciences Health Care Administration Joseph Adil Hamden Majed Khairi Rounak Paramjeet Nancie Biological Sciences Technology Management Biomedical Sciences Thomas David Hammett Irfan Ahmed Khan Eiman Samir Nasser Exercise Science Biological Sciences Human Resource Management Hunter Morgan Hamrick Nurmohamad Khan Jada Lee Orem Sport Administration Exercise Science Health Care Administration Erin Rose Haney Wubshet Tamiru Kifle William L. Patterson, III Exercise Science Health Informatics Biomedical Sciences Ashley Brooke Hannon Ellen Kaye Killion Suzette R. Piggott Exercise Science Adult and Technical Education Human Resource Management Ashlyn Denay Harlan Beverly Ann Klein Jeffrey Alan Porter, II Safety Health Care Administration Accountancy Jamie Lynn Hughes Crystal Leanne Kocsis Matthew Robertson Price Information Systems Criminal Justice Sport Administration Julian L. Irving Ibrahim Moro Koroma Weizhe Qi Health Care Administration Exercise Science Accountancy Kathleen Frances Jacque Matthew Brian LaRoe Kelsey Laine Rusbarsky Forensic Science Biomedical Sciences Forensic Science Weston Ryan James Jessica Marie Lowney Elizabeth M. Rutherford Environmental Science Forensic Science Environmental Science John Anthony Janovsky Guillermo Madero Ines Garcia Sanchez Adult and Technical Education Health Care Administration Safety ZongxingJi Vanity Marie Maldonado Eric Neil Sears Physical and Applied Science Forensic Science Environmental Science 
37 
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Angela Denise Seay Brittany Elaine Stanley Jessica Kristin Tokarz Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Forensic Science 
Aaron Jacob Semasko Howard James Stanton, II Sara A. Treleven Biological Sciences Biological Sciences Forensic Science 
Yisha Shi Ashley Lynn Stephens James Elliott Updike Geography Geography Sport Administration 
Jerald Eugene Shook Danielle E. Stephenson Jacqueline Nicole Webb Adult and Technical Education Biological Sciences Biological Sciences 
Kathleen Dawnel Shook Summer Breann Stover Teri Michelle Wells Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education 
Scott Robert Siclari Taylor Leigh Strickland Sara E. Williams Human Resource Management Human Resource Management Adult and Technical Education 
Abby Lee Sinclair Jessica Marie Tackett Brian Anthony Williamson Biological Sciences Human Resource Management Biological Sciences 
Erica R. Smith Angela Nichole Taylor Andrea L. Yanov Adult and Technical Education Criminal Justice Environmental Science 
Richard Lee Smith, Jr. Christopher William Thatch Ross T. Yates Health Care Administration Forensic Science Environmental Science 
Jason Steele Spencer Janet C. T hompson Ashleigh Harumi Zeile Information Systems Adult and Technical Education Forensic Science 
Jared Christopher Spicer Health Care Administration 
Master of Science in Nursing 
Elizabeth R. Bolin Angell Collins Hilton Lori Lynn Perkins 
Christina Dawn Brash Emily Anyango Jensen Carla Diane Raynes 
Brenda Jo Brubaker Sarah Estelle Johnson Carolyn Martin Riggs 
Rebecca Lynne Butcher Amy Leigh Kilburn Jennifer M. Rose 
Brittany E Cartwright Delfina Maria Kilkenny Kimberly Sammons 
Cynthia E. Coleman Lindsey Renae Litchfield Robin M. Schoonover 
Nathaniel David Collins Jesse L. Mace Katrina Ann Shires 
Laura Michelle Cunningham Stephanie Nicole Malone Heidi Anna Skaggs 
Brandon Nicholas De Wees Kimberly K. Mann Malea Joy Smith 
Marcy Hasbrouck Dean Kathryn Elizabeth Marshall Jamie L. Spencer 
Rebecca Jane Dilly Taeko Matsumoto Stephanie D. Sprague 
Amber Nicole Egan Adam Lee Meade Amanda Lou Strickland 
Anna Marie Elkins Samantha Jo Melvin Kelly Lynn Taylor 
Karen Lynn Evans Zachary David Moore Karen Coe T horn 
Bridgett Leeann Freeman Holly Anne Morning Fannin Stephen Dell Upton 
Jennifer Rose Gates Brittany Ashton Neal Shawn L. Vest 
Christina Ruth Green April Renee Neely Sherry Renee Whaley 
Holley Elizabeth Harris Angela M. Nelson Teresa Lynn White 
Jodi DeAnn Hayes Kimberly Dawn Newsome-Curry 
Pamela L. Helton Jennifer Hope Nunley 
Carrie Lea Hensley Tammy Sue Pauley 
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Graduate College Marshall University Doctoral Program Candidates presented by Donna J. Spindel, Dean and Teresa R. Eagle, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 11, 2013 Doctor of Education Elizabeth L. Brucker Timothy Lee Channell Marc Ellison Amanda Kristen Knapp Doctor of Philosophy Johannes Francois Fahrman Jacqueline Christine Fannin Doctor of Psychology Alicia Lynn Smith John Yaun 39 
40 
Doctoral Dissertations 
Elizabeth L. Brucker 
Curriculum and Instruction, Ed.D 
Dr. Ronald Childress Implementation of Perceived Effectiveness of Professional Leaming Communities in the Kanawha County S�hool District in West Virginia
Timothy Lee Channell 
Leadership Studies, Ed.D. 
Dr. Dennis Anderson Presidential Succession Planning for Governing Boards in Higher Education 
Marc Ellison 
Leadership Studies, Ed.D. 
Dr. Michael Cunningham Assessing the Readiness of Higher Education to Instruct and Support Students with Asperger's Disorder 
Jacqueline Christine Fannin 
Biomedical Sciences, Ph.D. 
Dr. Eric Blough Cardiovascular Aging in the Female F344xBN Rat Model 
Amanda Kristen Knapp 
Curriculum and Instruction, Ed.D 
Dr. Ronald Childress 
A Study of Secondary Science Teacher Efficacy and Level of Constructivist Instructional Practice Implementation in West Virginia Science Classrooms 
John Yaun 
Leadership Studies, Ed.D. 
Dr. Mary Harris-John 
A Study to Determine Whether a Relationship Exists Between Attending a Public, Two-Year Community College in the United States with or without Campus Housing and the Retention of First-Year Students 
Master's Thesis James Scott Board, II Chemistry Dr. Derrick Kolling Towards a Comprehensive Model of PSII OEC Photoassembly Timothy James Brust Biological Sciences Dr. Thomas Pauley Dietary Preferences of the Queen Snake (Regina septemvittata)in a West Virginia Stream Christina J. Byrd Biological Sciences Dr. F. Robin O'Keefe Ontogenetic state of a juvenile polycotylid plesiosaur (Sauropterygia: Plesiosauria) and its implications for plesiosaur growth Mark Cruz DeBlois Biological Sciences Dr. F. Robin O'Keefe Plesiosaur Flipper Hydrodynamics Allison Danielle Canfield English Dr. Hyo-Chang Hong Understanding School Genres Using Systemic Functional Linguistics: A Study of Science and Narrative Texts Joshua Eugene Corrie Biological Sciences Dr. F. Robin O'Keefe Unique Vertebral Morphology of the Archaeocete Cetacean Basilosaurus cetoides and Its Implications for Swimming Function Alaa H. Elkadry Mathematics Dr. Anna Mummert 
Transmission rate in partial differential equation in epidemic models Elizabeth Victoria Fet Biological Sciences Dr. Phillipe Georgel Genetic Population Structure of Ohio River Fish: Lepisosteus osseus, Lepomnis macrochirus and Sander canadensis Amy Fiedler Biological Sciences Dr. Thomas Pauley Movement and Habitat Use of the Eastern Snapping Turtle (Chelydra s. serpentina) in West Virginia Davina Sukari Kittrell English Dr. Hyo-Chang Hong Who is You? Identifying 'You' in Second-Person Narratives: A Functional Linguistics Analysis 
41 
42 
Rounak Paramjeet Nande Biomedical Sciences Dr. Pier Paolo Claudio Gene transfer in a newly established spontaneous feline fibrosarcoma cell line. Marissa D. Nelson English Dr. John Young The Interplay of Authorial Control and Readerly Judgements within Ian McEwan's Atonement Kayode Daniel Olumoyin Mathematics Dr. Bonita A. Lawrence Solutions of Dynamic Equations on Time Scales with jumps Leo William Roehrich English Dr. Hyo-Chang Hong 
A Word is Worth a Thousand Pictures: Intersemiotic Evaluation in University Science Textbooks A Systemic Functional and Multimodal Discourse Analysis Yisha Shi Goegraphy Dr. Anita Walz 
A Remote Sensing and GIS based Wetlands Analysis In Canaan Valley, West Virginia Masaki Shibata English Dr. Hyo-Chang Hong 
A contrastive systemic functional analysis of causality in Japanese and English academic articles Heather N. Sprouse Sociology Dr. Kristi Fondren Willful Disobedience: Intentional Stigma Mitigation in the American Neo-Pagan Movement 
Joan C. Edwards School of Medicine Doctor of Medicine degrees awarded Friday, May 10, 2013 during Investiture and Commencement Exercises at the Keith-Albee Performing Arts Center. Candidates presented by Joseph I. Shapiro, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 11, 2013 
Doctor of Medicine Brian F. Abadir Jacquelyn Hanna Adams AyahArafa Christopher Michael Bates Supria K. Batra Rebecca Allison Bell Kathryne Jane Blair Crystal Marie Breighner Samantha Leigh Chaffin Matthew Quick Christiansen Cherish Leann Crawford Tierra Nicole Crockett Matthew Bruce Curry Christopher Lynn Daugherty Megan Dawn Davis Steven Curtis Davis Rachel Elizabeth Edwards John Blake Epling Sarah Jane Frazier Joanie Mae Garratt Regina Louise Guzzo Adam Michael Hackney Michael Joseph Hardman Joshua Andrew Hess Hilary Catherine Hott Caleb Richard Huff David Curtis Ison Shannon Nicole James Charles Matthew Justice Arifa Idrees Khokar Brent David Kidd Jacob Tyler Kilgore Michael Allen Kinder Rebecca Lynn Klug Aaron Eugene Lane Amanda Estep Lane Joaquin A. R. Llado-Frazer Jason Kent Locke Megan Bartley Luciano Dana Scott Lycans Kristen Angela McClung Philip Gordon Mclemore, Jr. Sarah Katherine Owen McNemar Jared Adrian Miller Alexandra Mnuskin Bi Mo Garrison Hunter Moore Angela Grace Niehaus Alexandra Eliot Norcott Ashley Erin O'Keefe Alex Carl Overmiller Elizabeth Kate Proffitt Daniel Russell Richardson Kathleen Hardgrove Richardson Melissa Ann Rowe Amy Allison Roy Stephen A. Roy Elias Habib Salloum Amanda Nicole Schlak Melissa Jessica Seelbach Adam Tyler Short Kara Elizabeth Siford Megan Leigh Smith Shaun Colborn Stanley Katherine Janel Steele Scott Richard Studeny Justin Patrick Tolbert Brittany Leigh Venci Meghan Nichole Ward-Home Kari Rene Wilson Erica Rene' Wilt Brian Christopher Wolf 
43 
hl 
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Big Sandy 
Superstore 
Arena 
2:00 p.m. Ceremony 
Big Sandy 
Superstore 
Arena 
Main Entrance 
Main Entrance 
Third Avenue 
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